Chromosomal involvement secondary to -22 in human meningiomas.
Cytogenetic analyses have been performed on cultures in vitro from 32 human meningiomas, seeking chromosomal anomalies in addition to characteristic monosomy 22. Eight cases showed stem lines with normal karyotype, whereas, monosomy 22 as the only chromosomal deviation characterized the stem line of ten tumors. In 14 samples stem lines or modal numbers displaying numerical deviations (other than -22) and/or structural rearrangements were found. A hyperdiploid modal number was present in three, whereas, it was hypodiploid in the remainder. Numerical deviations in these tumors involved mainly #14 by losses, and also #22; recurrent structural rearrangements involving 1p and 11p were also characteristic features. Thus, these results could imply that involvement of #14, 1p, and 11p would be a form of clonal evolution secondary to monosomy 22 in certain meningiomas.